
❧

Vocabulary 
Review Game

NIGHT: 
PART 1

Let’s go.



GAME ON



GAME RULES
- Two rounds
- Most correct answers wins
- You need a partner, two 

pieces of lined paper, a 
writing utensil, & word boxes

- But I also need an assistant
- Make it happen quickly now!



ROUND 1
- Write neatly
- Write your names, team 

name, & round #1
- Number your paper 1-21
- You should have nothing out 

except the word boxes, 
writing utensil, and paper



ROUND 1
- You will be given a definition
- Write down the corresponding 

vocabulary word from the box
- Be quiet in deciding so that 

other groups do not hear you
- Only 10 seconds will be given 

for each of the slides



ROUND 1



#1



#1

an offensive or foul smell/odor



#2



#2

irreversibly and once and for all



#3



#3

to take away/repeal by a higher 
authority



#4



#4

restriction and limitation



#5



#5

a deep, immeasurable, 
bottomless depth



#6



#6

to indirectly suggest or hint



#7



#7

to scold (verbally attack)



#8



#8

widely known for a 
negative reason



#9



#9

to convert belongings into cash



#10



#10

so as to be airtight



#11



#11

the ability to see things clearly 



#12



#12

unauthorized or done by secret



#13



#13

devoutly religious 



#14



#14

to scatter here and there



#15



#15

an amusing or interesting 
short account of events



#16



#16

unbearable and excessive



#17



#17

a noisy commotion/disturbance



#18



#18

causing anxiety or uneasiness



#19



#19

withered and shriveled 



#20



#20

absolutely necessary (required)



#21



#21

to give shelter to troops in war



END OF ROUND 1



END OF ROUND 1

You have 1 minute to complete 
your answers & hand them in.



ANSWERS FOR 
ROUND 1



#1

an offensive or foul smell/odor



#1

an offensive or foul smell/odor

stench (n) 



#2

irreversibly and once and for all



#2

irreversibly and once and for all

irrevocably (adv) 



#3

to take away/repeal by a higher 
authority



#3

to take away/repeal by a higher 
authority

rescind (v) 



#4

restriction and limitation



#4

restriction and limitation

Constraint (n) 



#5

a deep, immeasurable, 
bottomless depth



#5

a deep, immeasurable, 
bottomless depth

Abyss (n) 



#6

to indirectly suggest or hint



#6

to indirectly suggest or hint

insinuate (v) 



#7

to scold (verbally attack)



#7

to scold (verbally attack)

harangue (v) 



#8

widely known for a 
negative reason



#8

widely known for a 
negative reason

notorious (adj) 



#9

to convert belongings into cash



#9

to convert belongings into cash

Liquidate (v) 



#10

so as to be airtight



#10

so as to be airtight

hermetically (adv) 



#11

the ability to see things clearly 



#11

the ability to see things clearly 

Lucidity (n) 



#12

unauthorized or done by secret



#12

unauthorized or done by secret

surreptitious (adj) 



#13

devoutly religious 



#13

devoutly religious 

Pious (adj) 



#14

to scatter here and there



#14

to scatter here and there

intersperse (v) 



#15

an amusing or interesting 
short account of events



#15

an amusing or interesting 
short account of events

anecdote (n) 



#16

unbearable and excessive



#16

unbearable and excessive

Intolerable (adj) 



#17

a noisy commotion/disturbance



#17

a noisy commotion/disturbance

Tumult (n) 



#18

causing anxiety or uneasiness



#18

causing anxiety or uneasiness

disquieting (adj) 



#19

withered and shriveled 



#19

withered and shriveled 

Wizened (adj) 



#20

absolutely necessary (required)



#20

absolutely necessary (required)

imperative (adj) 



#21

to give shelter to troops in war



#21

to give shelter to troops in war

Billeted (v) 



ROUND 2



ROUND 2
- Write neatly
- Write your names, team 

name, & round #2
- Number your paper 1-21
- You should have nothing out 

except the word boxes, 
writing utensil, and paper



ROUND 2
- You will be given an image
- Write down the corresponding 

vocabulary word
- Be quiet so that other groups 

do not hear you
- 10 seconds will be given for 

each of the slides



ROUND 2



#1



#1



#2



#2



#3



#3



#4



#4



#5



#5



#6



#6



#7



#7



#8



#8



#9



#9



#10



#10



#11



#11



#12



#12



#13



#13



#14



#14



#15



#15



#16



#16



#17



#17



#18



#18



#19



#19



#20



#20



#21



#21



END OF ROUND 2



END OF ROUND 2

You have 1 minute to complete 
your answers & hand them in.



ANSWERS FOR 
ROUND 2



#1



#1 - rescind (v) 

to take away/repeal by a higher 
authority



#2



#2 - insinuate (v) 

to indirectly suggest or hint



#3



#3 - Liquidate (v) 

to convert belongings into cash



#4

unauthorized or done by secret



#4 - surreptitious (adj) 

unauthorized or done by secret



#5



#5 - anecdote (n) 

an amusing or interesting 
short account of events



#6



#6 - disquieting (adj) 

causing anxiety or uneasiness



#7



#7 - Billeted (v) 

to give shelter to troops in war



#8



#8 - Intolerable (adj) 

unbearable and excessive



#9



#9 - stench (n) 

an offensive or foul smell/odor



#10



#10 - irrevocably (adv) 

irreversibly and once and for all



#11



#11-hermetically (adv) 

so as to be airtight



#12



#12 - Abyss (n) 

a deep, immeasurable, 
bottomless depth



#13



#13 - Pious (adj) 

devoutly religious 



#14



#14 - Constraint (n) 

restriction and limitation



#15



#15 - imperative (adj) 

absolutely necessary (required)



#16



#16 - harangue (v) 

to scold (verbally attack)



#17



#17 - Wizened (adj) 

withered and shriveled 



#18



#18 - Lucidity (n) 

the ability to see things clearly 



#19



#19 - Tumult (n) 

a noisy commotion/disturbance



#20



#20 - notorious (adj) 

widely known for a 
negative reason



#21



#21 - intersperse (v) 

to scatter here and there



GAME OVER


